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Music is an intensely social experience. To sing or play instruments in a group, children must listen to 
themselves, their leader (often the teacher), and each other. To be successful, everyone has to conform to 
the spirit and structure of the music, starting and stopping together and coordinating their musical activity 
from moment to moment. Singing, playing instruments and joining in games are intensely integrative learning 
activities. They build on children’s natural drive to join in and exercise their auditory discrimination or hearing 
ability as well as fine and gross motor coordination. 

Students at Valley View 
Elementary School 
along with their Visual 
Art Specialist, Christine 
Palmer, celebrated a 
year of art integration 
with a little help from 
Miriam Bowen, Dance 
Specialist at Reagan 
Academy. A May Pole 
dance on May 1st? 
Perfect!

- Elizabeth M. Armistead, 
(2007, Kaleidoscope: How A Creative Arts Enrichment Program 
Prepares Children For Kindergarten. Young Children, pg. 86-93) 



Unlike traditional dance in which the moves are choreographed in advance 
and carefully rehearsed, creative dance often is used with young children 
because it is more spontaneous and invites children to respond to the 
music they hear with their bodies in original ways. 

Creative thinking and Arts-Based Learning 
by Joan Packer Isenberg and Mary Renck Jalongo 

Joann Meitler, Music Specialist at 
Oakridge Elementary and her first 
grade students present a musical 
tribute to the author Mem Fox.

First grade students at Redwood Elementary, under the 
direction of Dance Specialist Ashley Boyack, celebrate Spring 
through dance. 



Art is an integral part of an elementary classroom. For children, it is a tool that encourages them 
to express themselves graphically, emotionally, and verbally. For family members, it provides 
concrete evidence of their child’s work, in addition to increasing their understanding of their 
child’s development. For teachers, it is an observation tool, an assessment support, and a means 
of sharing with children as well as their families. 

- Kimberly B. Moore (2003, How To Create A School Art Show, Early Childhood Today 17)



In the BTSALP world, Spring means showcasing 
student work at Art Nights and events.  Thanks to 
the following schools, Visual Arts Specialists, and 
elementary students for spectacular Spring shows! 

Jackie Webster - Eastlake Elementary 
Jennifer Schiel - Indian Hills Elementary 

Alisa Webb- Hooper Elementary 
Kathleen Briley - South Summit Elementary 

Sheryl Thorell - Cottonwood Elementary 
Christine Palmer - Valley View Elementary 


